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The former Industrial section of the Village
of Elk Rapids location is bound to the north
by Ames road, to the east by the residential
area, to the south by Elk Lake, to the west
by U. S. 31.

The spatiotemporal context of significance spans
the period of contact through the cottage
industry of the 1930’s.

The Native Americans who lived along the Elk River were called the Anishinabek, “The People,” a woodland tribe.
Because the sandy soil along the eastern shores of Grand Traverse Bay was not suitable for crops, the natives relied
Looking
on fishing and hunting.
south, atop
sand dune.
When the European-Americans arrived
Photo: R.
Derminer.
in the early 1800s to homestead, they
Image:
found a heavily wooded area of ash,
Courtesy Elk
Rapids
beech, and hemlock trees. One of the
Historical
Society.
early settlers, Abram Scranton
Wadsworth, built a picket and lathe
mill in 1850 near the mouth of the Elk
River near present-day Dexter Street
and U.S. Route 31. Wirt Dexter later
owned Wadsworth’s mill and Henry
Noble, whose Dexter-Noble Company
turned Elk Rapids into a successful
lumber capital by the 1880s. Settlers
cleared the land for homesteading, and
record numbers of trees were felled and
hauled to Elk River, and sent to the
mill.
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The area’s ash, beech, and maple trees were also the source of another major
industry: The hardwoods were converted into charcoal, a natural source of
fuel for smelting pig iron. Dexter and Noble formed the Elk Rapids Iron
Company located along Elk River’s east-northeastern bank at present-day
Ames Street and Waldemar-Mitchell Road. Begun in the 1870s, the iron
company was the village’s dominant industry for the next 40 years.
In 1880, Dexter and Noble increased their holdings with the building of the
Bangor Chemical Company, located south of the iron company. The
chemical company captured the waste gasses from the charcoal kilns and
produced wood alcohol and acetate of lime.

No plans were ever made to conserve
the trees and when the land was
completely bare, the iron company’s
production slowed in 1910 and was
closed and dismantled in 1918 after
World War I.
The cemetery was established about
1865 on higher ground on the
southwestern shore of Elk River.
Miller’s Park Resort along the
southwestern shore of Elk River was
developed in the 1920’s, as Elk Rapids
became a destination for summer
travelers who initially came to the area
for boating and fishing recreation.
In September 1902, James Mahan
started the East Bay Lumber
Company to use as a shingle mill.
Located opposite the Pere
Marquette Railroad on the banks of
Elk River, the company turned out
300,000 shingles per week and
employed 13 men by March 1903.
North of the cemetery was a
sloping area that was used as a rollaway to move logs to the river.
In June 1907, F. E. Saxton of
Traverse city bought Mahan’s
shingle mill. It is unknown why
Mahan sold the business or when
the business closed under Saxton’s
ownership.

The Pere Marquette Railroad and depot
was located on the western shore of Elk
River near the present-day intersection
of U.S. Route 31 and First Street.
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In the 1940s, large cherry processors moved into the area as fruit farming became a major industry. The Elk Rapids
Packing Company was located north of Miller’s Park Resort near present-day U.S. Route 31 and Fourth Street. It
closed in 1948.
In the 1960s, the Rotary Club of Elk Rapids began to develop the land between U.S. Route 31 and Elk River’s
northwestern shore as part of its Centennial celebration.
Construction of the Edward C. Grace Harbor established a modern tourist industry, which joins agriculture and
fishing as the commercial businesses of Elk Rapids.
There have been changes in the land at Rotary Park. This area has been filled in and made wider north of the
packing plant east of U.S.31 to the west bank of the Elk River going north to the bridge.

Spatial association of buildings. Photo: R. Derminer. Image: Courtesy Elk Rapids Historical Society.
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The Elk River flows from Grand Traverse Bay just north of the
downtown area of Elk Rapids. The river continues from west to east
under U.S. 31, which is east of the downtown area. The city has a dam
just west of the bridge at U.S. 31. The river continues past the bridge at
U.S. 31 and widens as it turns sharply to the south toward Elk Lake. The
river travels about two miles south to Elk Lake. Elk Lake opens up from
the river and continues to go southeast of the river.
The industrial area of Elk Rapids is considered to be along the Elk River
and ends just before Elk Lake. The river has changed since the time the
mill and foundry were in operation. Because of the dam, the height of the
Houses, condominiums, and boat
river has raised.
slips along Elk River’s eastern shore
to Meguzee Point occupy the area
where once stood the iron and
chemical companies.
The cemetery’s expansion to the
north grew to include a sloping
area that was used as a roll-away to
move logs to the river.
The cottages of Miller’s Park Resort
are still available for summer rentals,
many by long-time returning guests.
The former site of the Elk Rapids
Packing Company is now a
commercial site of modern buildings.
The Pere Marquette Railroad
grounds are now commercial sites.
The freight house was relocated to
Evergreen Bay Resort and is used as
a vacation cottage.
The location of the former shingle
mill is also used as a commercial site.

Satellite view, Elk River. Image: Courtesy www.goolemaps.com

The pavilion and grounds at Rotary
Park were renovated and improved
with help from other local
organizations. Along with a
commemorative marker, there are
interpretive signs of Elk Rapids’
earlier industrial heritage.

The industrial area of Elk Rapids is focused mainly around then Elk
River. The former Elk Rapids Packing Company consists of multiple
industrial buildings that line the current highway and parallel the river. In
the same area, Rotary Park and the Chamber of Commerce also line the
west side of the River.
The industrial area of Elk Rapids is focused mainly around the Elk River.
The former Elk Rapids Packing Company consists of multiple industrial
buildings that line the current highway and parallel the river. In the same
area, Rotary Park and the Chamber of Commerce also line the west side
of the River.
Image: Courtesy www.googlemaps.com

Cabins of the Evergreen Bay Resort and Miller’s Park occupy the
southwest shoreline of the river. Topographic features and vegetation are
intermingled with the owner-occupied and rental units. These features are
located off of the main highway on a street with a cul-de-sac, giving the
area a more private feel. Just uphill of this cul-de-sac is the former
rollaway, used for transporting logs into the river. This hill loped
downward from the cemetery, with headstones dating back from the late
1800’s.
On the north end of the river is the location of the former iron works and
chemical plant. The shoreline is now home to a condominium
development, as well as marine boat slips a restaurant, picnic area, and
non-motorized path. Single-family residences occupy most of the
riverfront south of this development.

Image: Courtesy www.googlemaps.com

Patterns in the spatial organization of the former industrial area can be seen
most prominently surrounding the river. As residential and commercialresidential land uses are common on the north, east and southwest portions of
the river, land use in the north and northwest is focused on recreation and
tourism. These uses consist of the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Park, the
non-motorized path, picnic area, boat slips, and restaurant.

The area along the Elk River is considered the industrial area. The river has
changed since the time the mill and foundry were in operation. A dam has
been built at the northwest end of the river; this has changed the height of the
river.
The former foundry area on the north east side of the river is very flat with
very little trees. The land continues on the east side of the river and is very
flat with numerous trees.
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The west side of the Elk River is flat from Rotary Park down to the packing
plant. This area is wide open with very little trees. T he land along the river
goes past the packing plant thru the cottage area. There is a steep incline to
the west of the cottages on Miller Road up to the Cemetery. The land in the
cemetery is rolling hills. The industrial area ends at the cemetery.
The area on the northeast end of the Elk River is a flat area. Going around
the east end of the river continues to be flat all the way to Elk Lake. Starting
from the north end of the Elk River along the west side of the Elk River is
also very flat. The area under the bridge at U.S. 31 was wider at one time,
but was filled in which also includes the area, which is now Rotary Park.
This was filled in after the railroad was taken out and U.S. 31 was put in.
Because of erosion, the ends of the property on all sides of the river have
been reinforced. Looking in the river from Rotary Park to the foundry area
has numerous stumps sticking out of the water. The trees in this area are
smaller and surround the entire area compared to trees found in the area. At
the area of the cemetery there are rolling hills and a steep grade down to the
cottage area. This is the area where the log slide existed for the mill.

From boardwalk near U.S. 31 Bridge, looking south toward residential
section. Photo: R. Derminer.

Generally, the contemporary vegetation surrounding the Elk River is very
well established and as a whole, includes an approximate 60% - 40 % mixture
of perhaps third, fourth and later generation deciduous and conifer growth.
Further, reeds, grasses, flowering and non-flowering ornamentals, various
bushes and shrubs representative of a typical early 21st century wellestablished residential/resort properties along a waterline are present.
The following is a description of the robust and diverse environmental
components that compose the area surrounding the Elk River; highlighting
significant vegetative variables and phenomena. To facilitate description,
orientation will be established at the northern most point of the industrial
region (north on the Elk River at the intersection of Dexter/Ames road and
U.S. 31) and work around Elk River in the clockwise manner.
The area of Ames Rd. is a highly developed area, and features manicured grasses,
landscaped and naturally established mixtures of flowering annuals and perennials
accenting the ground level of the various building facades, the condominium
complex and Blast Furnace historical marker. Also, deciduous and conifer growth is
present and reflects approximately 80% - 20% mixture respectively.

Residential area. Photo: R. Derminer

Waldemar-Mitchell Rd is a residential area with permanent and seasonal
occupant dwellings along both sides of the road. As such, the vegetation
represented in this area is primarily landscaped with a diverse mixture of
annuals and perennials of both the flowering and non-flowering variety. In
addition, some homes feature single or small clusters of deciduous and
conifers and/or flowering and non-flowering shrubs and bushes. Finally, the
large majority of residents prefer manicured grasses.
Waldemar-Mitchell Rd terminates at a cul de sac that features various nonflowering shrubs and bushes. Grasses located here reflect a mixture of the
courser variety, and longer in length. The vegetation located in this exhibit
generally lacks maintenance and is homogonous in color; however, is not
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considered an eyesore. The area between Waldemar-Mitchell Rd and
Rivershore Drive, and south of Ames road is a topographically low-lying
and facilitates a dense wetland environment.
Generally, the northern most area of the Elk River east shoreline section
functions as a means for access to the river for residents, and as the
backyards for most of the residential properties. The concentration of
residential structures wane as one travels south along the shoreline.
As one approaches the area where Third road ends at the Elk River, the
vegetation in this area represents an aggregate more of a wetland mixture
that includes very long grasses, reeds, small brushes and deciduous
growth. Trimmed grasses straddle Third Road from its intersection with
Rivershore Drive running west to the dead end in the Elk River.
At the most southwestern portion of the Industrial Area (just south of the
cemetery and west of the shoreline), resides a very large deciduous tree of
unknown species, and could be a potential candidate for Champion Tree
nomination. The vegetation in the cemetery features closely manicured
grasses throughout the area. Further, various species of mid-sized
deciduous are present in small numbers and in purposeful locations.
Also, numerous flowering annuals and perennials accent many grave
plots within the cemetery.

Third Street and Elk River, Looking South. Photo: R. Derminer

The Rollaways, which is the area between the cemetery and the western
shoreline of the Elk River, contains copious poison ivy, ground brush and
debris, mid to large size second and/or third and later generation
deciduous growth. Density of the trees waxes as one walks east from the
cemetery toward Miller’s Park road, then wanes as one approaches the
established residences located on the west side of Miller’s Park road. At
the western shoreline of the Rolloways, a tiered retaining wall facilitates
the establishment and display of various species of purposefully placed
flowering annuals and ornamental grasses.
Working northerly on the west side of the Elk River, the vegetation
located within what is considered “Miller’s Park” generally reflects the
same environmental context as the eastern shoreline with a few
exceptions. First, there is a larger amount of deciduous growth that is
also denser in numbers. In addition, there are larger trees present, which
implies this deciduous growth is older in age than the ones located on the
east shoreline. Again, located near Miller’s cottages there is a deciduous
tree of unknown species that could be a potential candidate for Champion
Tree nomination. Also, there is a stump of a tree of unknown species
with a fairly large radius. Grasses here are manicured with some
residences landscaping their property with flowering and non-flowering
annuals, perennials, bushes and shrubs. Finally, there is another cul de
sac that terminates Miller’s Park road that is in similar condition as the
Waldemar-Mitchell terminus, save for the flowering ornamental tree in
the center.
North of Fourth street is where the former Evergreen Bay Resort
(Schuler’s property) is located; vegetation in this location very broad and
diverse. Near Schuler’s residence, grasses are manicured, few flowering
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Photo: G. Musser

annuals accent the residence and there are a few deciduous trees surrounding
the historical structures. Moving west from his residence, turning northerly
the vegetative growth becomes dense and waxes as one travels down his
private two-track that leads to the lubrication pit. While dense, tree, brush
and shrubbery are small in diameter, which implies this growth is very young
in age. Further, the shoreline of Schuler’s features manicured grasses near
his residence, a wetland mixture that increases in density as one move north
around the shoreline toward Rotary Park. Schuler owns a great deal of
property between Fourth Street and Rotary Park with the majority of it
purposely being reclaimed.
Located north of Schuler’s property is the location of the Elk Rapids Rotary
Park. In this location, manicured grasses dominate near the Rotary structure
and historical educational placards area, and wanes as one moves closer to the
western shoreline where the vegetative growth becomes denser. The
composition of this growth reflects a wetland mixture that measures
approximately fifteen to twenty feet in width and running northerly to the
U.S. 31 Bridge. Vegetation in the area of the northern end of the Elk River
near the U.S. 31 overpass reflects manicure grasses with more reeds and tall
grasses located on the north side of mouth of the river.

The industrial are of Elk Rapids developed as a result of the lumber industry
originally changing over time but throughout the changes the locations
remained along the Elk River. With the Northwest boundary is the
intersection of Ames road and US 31 moving down the river toward Spencer
bay at the end of Evergreen Bay. US 31 is the artery for entrance into the
area and divides the downtown of Elk Rapids from the industrial area.
Approaching from the south US 31 connects with Elk Lake road leading to
the cemetery, further north it intersects with 4th street and from there Miller’s
Park and Evergreen Bay. Both the Burnette Packing Company and Rotary
Park are located off of US 31. Crossing the river US 31 connects with Ames
road making the northern boundary of the industrial area. Located off of
Ames on the north bank of the river is the remains of the blast furnace from
the iron works. Mitchell drive turns south off of Ames and marks the eastern
edge of the industrial area and provides entrance to the residential
neighborhood at the original site of the chemical plant.
From these main thorough fairs access is granted to all the other principle
areas that make up the industrial area. Within each of those smaller regions
the circulation patterns are as follows. The Cemetery is accessible off of Elk
Lake rd running parallel to US 31. Within the grounds driveways and
footpaths divide the property. The path on the East perimeter of the cemetery
marks the edge of the bluff where the original log ramp had been located.
The driveways making the outlying track around the cemetery is gravel two
track roads also comprised of the slag found throughout the community.
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Burnette Foods. Photo: G. Musser

Cemetery. Photo: G. Musser

Bordering the edge of the bluff and wooded back lot of Miller’s Park the back footpath has been worn by use and
erosion. The river plan that makes up Miller’s Park is divided between lakeside and in-land by Miller’s Park the
road that is connected by 4th Street to US 31. Within the Neighborhood Miller’s Park end at a cul-de-sac at a bend
in the river near the cemetery bluff. The other primary circulation path is the river itself accessed by any of the
docks lining the residential lakeside of the street. Miller’s Park road is near but newly paved and the homes and
rental properties have either gravel and or paved driveways. The docks are newly constructed of metal or wood.
The Burnette Foods packing company is situated along the Eastside of US 31 and is connected via private
driveways and from 1st and 4th streets. Within the company property there are driveways sized to allow large
machinery and vehicles. Due to commercial use the roads, driveways, and paths within the area have been
construct of either concrete or paved. All appear to be in good condition.
The Rotary Park is used and connected to the community by access via US31 and the boat launch located at the
North end of the park near the US31 Bridge. Both circulation paths appear to be heavily used but in proper
working condition. The boat ramp is a cement structure and appears the most worn due to wear and weather.
The region that was the site of the Iron works and chemical plant is connected with the downtown region by the
US31 Bridge at the site of the original swing bridge for the train. Also by Ames road running north of the where
the furnace was located; the other key circulation pattern being the river. This region is still connected to the
waterway by private and public docking areas.
The roads and bridge are all in good condition as is the boardwalk located along the river shore leading from the
Westside of the bridge to near the site of the furnace. The private docks appear to be in working condition and the
public dock area appears to be shallow but still operation. The surrounding area of the river is free of the trees,
vegetation and other debris so common to the southern parts of the Rotary Park and East shore near ‘Snake Island’.

The Cemetery is accessible off of Elk Lake rd running parallel to US 31.
Within the grounds driveways and footpaths divide the property. The
path on the East perimeter of the cemetery marks the edge of the bluff
where the original log ramp had been located.
The driveways making the outlying track around the cemetery are gravel
two track roads also comprised of the slag found throughout the
community. Bordering the edge of the bluff and wooded back lot of
Miller’s Park the back footpath has been worn by use and erosion.
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Cemetery. Photo: L. Scott

The river plan that makes up Miller’s Park is divided between lakeside and in-land by Miller’s Park the road that is
connected by 4th Street to US 31. The neighborhood of Miller’s Park ends at a cul-de-sac at a bend in the river near
the cemetery bluff. The other primary circulation path is the river itself accessed by any of the docks lining the
residential lakeside of the street. Miller’s Park road is near but newly paved and the homes and rental properties
have either gravel and or paved driveways. The docks are newly constructed of metal or wood.

The Burnette Foods packing company is situated along the east side of US 31 and is connected via private
driveways and from 1st and 4th streets. Within the company property there are driveways sized to allow large
machinery and vehicles. Due to commercial use the roads, driveways, and paths within the area have been
constructed of either concrete or paved. All appear to be in good condition.

The Rotary Park is used and connected to the community by access via US31 and the boat launch located at the
North end of the park near the US31 Bridge. Both circulation paths appear to be heavily used but in proper
working condition. The boat ramp is a cement structure and appears the most worn due to wear and weather.

The region that was the site of the Iron works and chemical plant is connected with the downtown region by the
US31 Bridge at the site of the original swing bridge for the train. Also by Ames road running north of the where
the furnace was located; the other key circulation pattern being the river. This region is still connected to the
waterway by private and public docking areas.
The roads and bridge are all in good condition as is the boardwalk located along the river shore leading from the
Westside of the bridge to near the site of the furnace. The private docks appear to be in working condition and the
public dock area appears to be shallow but still operation. The surrounding area of the river is free of the trees,
vegetation and other debris so common to the southern parts of the Rotary Park and East shore near ‘Snake Island’.
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From Third and Elk River, Looking North. Photo: R. Derminer

Looking from the north of the river to the south is a shallow area of the river with numerous tree stumps. A small
island is just beyond the stumps before the river widens. The river on the either side has housing of various types,
some cottages and some permanent family homes. No evidence of the formal industrial area exists except the logs
that are still visible in the water. The shape of the land near the bridge at U.S. 31 has changed since the railroad
was taken out and the highway was put in.
On the east side of the river are properties with access to the river. These areas are undeveloped with a two track
dirt roads. The property on the east side of the river has more natural and undeveloped areas compared to the west
side. The land is fairly flat with not many hills. The only hills are at the southern portion of the west side, where
there is evidence of the log slide used by the mills. The only other area that has visible hills is the cemetery.
The industrial area along U.S. 31 still exists. From this area is no visual evidence of housing that is just beyond.
The Rotary Park has been built up with sand. This area is wider than historic photos.

White painted privy located along the back path near the wooded lot the only building of note in the cemetery.
There also appears to be a filled in space of lawn refuge and fill dirt near the back path to combat the erosion of the
hillside.
The privy has been is in substantial disrepair to the point of being without a door and having the walls askew from
the base. While it appears the refuge retention wall has been recently added to there seems to be little plan to
developed structure.

Miller’s Park is currently residential filled with homes and rental properties. Due to continued redevelopment and
renovations many of the homes in the area are greatly differed. From modern prefabricated and modular homes to
the original 4 cottages from when the site was developed as a resort location. The 4 original homes are in the style
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of Sear Roebuck kit homes. Size and height restrictions imposed by the 50 ft
lots are the only constraints on the new construction.
All the homes remain in good condition including the four original cottages.
Of those cottages they have been modified from original purposes of dining,
sleeping, changing and bathing to each being individually accommodating of
a family.
Photos: G. Musser

Evergreen Bay is the private property located north of 4th Street and
Miller’s park. The property is primarily residential with some rental units.
The site features newer modular homes, in addition to relocated historical
building from Elk Rapids. Building such as the carriage house from the
Presbyterian Church, the former railroad freight house, and the ice shed
also from the Presbyterian Church. These building have all been slightly
modified and continue to be in good condition.
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The factory grounds are composed of numerous buildings and structures of a modern commercial nature.
In keeping with a currently operating business the buildings and other structures appear to be well maintained and
in good condition.

The two key structures within the park are the Centennial Pavilion located along the lake and the Chamber of
Commerce building. The pavilion is an open-air design and features a fireplace and grill on the North wall. The
Chamber of Commerce building is an A frame design.
Both of the buildings in the park appear to be frequently used and regularly repaired and maintained. As such they
have the appearance of being in good condition.

The following is an inventory of observable existing remnants related to Elk Rapid’s industrial past, in addition to
other non-associated small-scale features. To facilitate description, orientation will be established at the northern
most point of the industrial region (north on the Elk River at the intersection of Dexter/Ames road and U.S. 31) and
work around Elk River in the clockwise manner. All roads throughout this area contain typical infrastructure
attributes typical of an early 21st century Great Lakes region village. Where appropriate, small-scale features
located in Elk River will be noted and highlighted as well.
Heading east on Ames road from its intersection with U.S. 31, on the south side of the street right next to the
condominium complexes are the remains of the blast furnace smoke stack. There is a historical marker along with
a placard that facilitates contextual information regarding relating to the Iron Works and Chemical Plant complexes.
The area off of Waldemar-Mitchell road is currently a residential area and in turn, a few residents choose to feature
lawn ornaments and flag posts that display unique or themed images, or the American flag.
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Approximately a third of the way south on Waldemar-Mitchell road on the
east side of the road resides a piece of “iron loss” in the front yard of a
residence. This feature is a contextually positive historical remnant. Above
ground signatures of septic tanks are present another third of the way south
on Waldemar-Mitchell road the front yards of some residences.

Iron Loss. Photo: R. Derminer

The cemetery contains small scale features in the form of adornments of
grave stones, the grave stones themselves, family plot enclosures and a
medium-sized conglomerate stone made of poor sandstone. The Miller’s
Park area contains a very little amount of small-scale features, which includes
the aforementioned cut down tree, that was attempted to be turned into a sun
dial, telephone poles, street signage and boat docks. Evergreen Park contains
boat docks flower boxes
Rotary Park contains copious contextual information placards, picnic tables,
barbeque grills and a statue of a large white swan. Dock remnants are
present in the Elk River near the U.S. 31 overpass near intersection of
Dexter/Ames and U.S. 31 Rd, running southerly in front of Rotary Park.

The scuttled tugboat Albatross can be seen by watercraft on the river. It is
located near U.S. Route 31 and the River Street area.
Information Kiosk in Rotary Park. Photo: Greg Musser

A sand dune near the intersection of what is now U.S. Route 31 and Dexter
Street was covered with slag dumped from the iron company. Coupled with soil
and vegetation, the dune became stable enough on which to build houses.
Another part of the dune was excavated for workers’ housing and other company
buildings, but the sand returned, and the buildings as well as Lindsey Street
became buried. The dune was finally removed in 1953 when U. S. Route 31 was
extended north along the old railroad right-of-way over Elk River.
There is a historical marker next to a blast furnace foundation and interpretive
signage alongside Ames Street where the iron and chemical companies were
located. Small archaeological remnants of the iron company, such as “iron loss,”
can also be found near Ames Street and along Waldemar-Mitchell Road.

Albatross. Image: www.gtbup.org

Albatross. Image: www.gtbup.org

Leveled humps of land scattered along the west side of Waldemar-Mitchell Road
are not remnants of the iron and chemical companies’ tram system but septic
tanks. They are covered with dirt and grass and not deeply buried. The land
there was originally low and now with a higher water table, Elk Rapids cannot put
in a sewer system on the west side of the street.
Submerged logs and remnants of piers and docks can be seen along the eastern
shore of Elk River from the end of Waldemar-Mitchell Road south to Meguzee
Point, and along the western shore from the U.S. Route 31 overpass south to
Second Street.
The cemetery expanded, leveling part of the former log roll-away area between
Green Street and Miller’s Park Resort. The remaining sloping area has reverted
to woodlands east from the end of the resort and beyond to Elk River, however, a
wide grassy pathway runs parallel to Miller’s Park Road.
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Between Evergreen Bay Drive and U.S. Route 31 are the remains
of a lubrication pit used by the Pere Marquette Railroad. This is in
a wooded area behind the commercial sites.
A section of the former Pere Marquette Railroad right-of-way can
be seen along the eastern shoulder of U.S. Route 31.

Albatross. Image: www.gtbup.org

Blast Furnace. Photo: G. Musser

The Elk River’s integrity is low because of changes since the damming of the river west of U.S. 31. The width of the
land under the bridge at U.S.31 is now narrower. Traveling south along the river, the east and west sides of the
rivers height been raised.

The integrity of the iron and chemical company land sites are low since the land has been greatly altered to comply
with zoning and building codes. Several interpretive remnants remain along Waldemar-Mitchell Road, however,
they are scattered, and it makes for disjointed interpretation with the historical marker near Ames Street.
Submerged logs and remnants of piers and docks between the end of Waldemar-Mitchell Road and Meguzee Point have
moderate integrity, since the shoreline has been allowed to return to a natural landscape.
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The cottages of Miller’s Park Resort have high integrity as they have been carefully maintained since they were
built. Their value as a cultural resource can become even more important if the owner capitalizes on their role in
early 20th Century vacation lodging.
The former site of the Elk Rapids Packing Company has a low level of integrity. None of the original buildings are still
standing and the landscape has been altered to accommodate modern equipment and buildings.
The shingle factory and Pere Marquette Railroad grounds also have low integrity. The railroad freight house was the only
surviving structure from the site and it has been moved and adapted for use as a vacation cottage.
The pavilion and grounds at Rotary Park are built on infill after the sand dune removal, the removal of the swing bridge and
the building of Route 31, making this area one of low integrity.

Overall the spatial organization of the industrial area of Elk Rapids is focused around the River. This gives the area
natural integrity in its provision of beautiful vistas, as well as cultural importance through its significant waterfront
location. The river is historically an intricate part of industry, as bodies of water tend to be in historic towns
throughout the country.
The cluster of resort and residential cabins along the west shoreline of Elk River has maintained its historic
integrity, as far as the condition of the structures, the setting and overall feel of the area, and its significance in the
community.
The recreational and tourist cluster on the northern end of the river not only promotes the aesthetic and entertaining
value of the area, but also touches on the industrial importance. The historical kiosk facing the river in Rotary Park,
the submerged features in the river, and the remains of the blast furnace with the historic marker, all contribute to
this cluster's historic industrial role and are almost completely interconnected with a non-motorized path curving
along the north side of the river.

The integrity is low to moderate along the Elk River. This is because of the dam being built at the northwest end of
the river; the height of the river has been raised. The integrity along the northeast end of the Elk River is low.
Because of the changes to U.S.31 and the removal of the rail lines, the land is now flatter.
The integrity is low along the east side of the river south of the former foundry. This is due to changes in the type
of building in this area. The integrity of the west side of the Elk River near the bridge at U.S.31 is low. The width
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south of the bridge along U.S.31 has been widened. The land has been added to Rotary Park. The land in this area
is very flat and has very little trees.
The land along the packing plant has low integrity because of the changes in the land to accommodate modern
equipment. The area along Millers Road up to the cemetery has high to moderate integrity. The land has been
taken care of and has had little changes. The area near the cemetery has high integrity. This area in the cemetery
has rolling hills and has not been changed.

As established earlier, the Elk Rapids region was denuded of trees and most native vegetation during the
establishment of the multiple industrial complexes surrounding the Elk River area. Generally, from the post
industrial age to the contemporary era the area surrounding the Elk River was allowed to be minimally reclaimed
by a mixture deciduous and conifer growth; along with the re-establishment of various native and invasive species
of vegetation facilitated by commercial and residential development and contemporary Local, County and State
environmental stabilization and restoration practices.

The methods of circulation remain in some ways very similar to those during the period of significance. As a
natural feature for travel the river retains a high level of integrity, having never severely altered following the
growth of the logging industry. The remaining stumps, pylons, and logs along the river’s west bank preserve its
physical setting and help maintain the high level of integrity. While the path of US 31 and Ames road follow along
similar locations of travel from the period of significance, the removal of the original rail swing bridge and new
materials use to construct the roads result in very low integrity.

Looking from the north of the river to the south has low to moderate integrity because this area is shallow with
numerous tree stumps. This area has been left to go natural. The area with the small island is just beyond the
stumps before the river widens has low integrity due to the height change in the river.
The river on the east side of the river has low to moderate integrity because of changes in housing. There are
several areas on the east side with high to moderate integrity. These areas are undeveloped with a two track dirt
roads. The west side of the river along Millers Road has high to moderate integrity. There is some new housing in
this area but the original cottages and the land has been carefully maintained.
The area near the log slide has low to moderate integrity just south of Millers Road. There is now a home in this
site and has very little evidence of this being in this site of the log slide. The hill has been altered due to new
housing in this area.
The integrity along the west side east of U.S.31 is high in the cemetery area. The area north of the packing plant
along U.S.31 is low. This area has changed due to Rotary Park having been built up with sand. This area is wider
than historic photos.

The Elk River Industrial area has morphed from industrial site to commercial and residential zones and is actively
used. Therefore, the buildings and structures there are in working condition. As such the buildings located within
the industrial have very low integrity excluding setting and location. The exemptions being the 4 rental cottages
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located in Miller’s Park which retain a high degree of integrity from the period of significance. They remain in the
same location and natural setting as during their time in the period of significance with minimal changes to build or
natural aesthetic. As Sears Roebuck kit homes their design and workmanship continue to maintain that historic
character.
Overall these 4 maintain a high integrity. The relocated buildings found in Evergreen Bay only retain a moderate
about of integrity for their feel, association, and to design. Having been relocated and modified for new use other
aspects of integrity have been harm. Perhaps their association to the growth of the city and railroad history helps to
maintain the connection to the period of significance the most.

As stated earlier, during its apex in the late 19th and early 20th century the area of Elk Rapids contained fair amount
of heavy industrial-related complexes concentrated along the north and northeastern shoreline of the Elk River.
While these industrial complexes no longer exist in full force; presently, some traces of these complexes are can
still be observed. Further, since the decline of the Elk Rapids industrial age, other small-scale features related to
this context where produced and established as a means to educate and bare witness to the industrial spatiotemporal
context; along with other associated/non-associated features related to post-industrial age development of the area.

The Albatross has deteriorated since its scuttling and will continue to do so. Its low integrity, however, can be stabilized
if measures are taken to ensure it will remain undisturbed.
The area around U.S. Route 31 and Dexter Street has low integrity due to its severe alteration over the years, beginning
with sand removal, slag dumping, swing bridge and right-of-way removals.
The blast furnace foundation and other small archaeological remnants of the iron company near Ames Street and along
Waldemar-Mitchell Road have moderate to low integrity. Their scattered locations throughout the redeveloped housing
area not only makes it nearly impossible for further archaeological exploration due to proximity, it has also interpretively
removed the artifacts from their industrial context.
The submerged logs and remnants of piers and docks along the lower eastern and upper western shores of Elk River have
low integrity.
The wooded area next to the cemetery that was part of the log roll-away has low integrity. It is unknown if the wide
grassy pathway that runs parallel to Miller’s Park Road was part of the roll-away access or has been created by the
residents of Miller’s Park Road.
It is unknown if there are any remnants of the shingle factory, since the area is now overgrown and returned to
woodlands.
The remains of the Pere Marquette Railroad lubrication pit appear to be of low to moderate integrity, since this is now a
wooded area behind the commercial sites.
The former Pere Marquette Railroad right-of-way along the eastern shoulder of U.S. Route 31 has low integrity.
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The preservation management philosophy focuses on conserving, maintaining, repairing, and retaining historic resources
(SOI Standards). The industrial landscape of Elk Rapids contains many opportunities for preservation as a form of cultural
expression.

The stumps, logs and pilings on the west bank of Elk River extending to the bridge at US-31 display a contextual significance
as remnants form the logging industry, as well as some historic natural features. The scuttled Albatross is also found at the
bottom of the River in this area. The Village of Elk Rapids can enact ordinances to facilitate preservation in this area
immediately, as a means of conserving these features for future use as a potential underwater preserve for cultural and
educational research. A conservation easement is also recommended for this site, in order to continue the preservation of
these features over time. The boundaries of this easement should extend from the western shoreline of the Elk River to
Evergreen Bay, as needed. This easement will protect both the natural and historic features of the river from invasive
development in the future.

An additional candidate for preservation is the blast furnace remains from the Chemical and Iron Works operation, on the
eastern shoreline of Elk River just off of Ames Road. A National Register of Historic Places nomination is recommended for
this site, although it is currently designated as a State Historic Site.

In order to achieve entrance and egress along the western shore of the Elk River, a conservation easement with an
accompanying Hold Harmless Agreement and other legal protections for Burnette Foods, Inc., will allow for foot traffic along
the River. This footpath will connect Rotary Park to the Evergreen Bay Resort, and is further explained in the Interpretation
subsection of Treatment Recommendations.

The historic cottages at Miller’s Park are also perfect candidates for preservation. If a preservation easement were obtained
for the exterior of the cottages, it would maintain their integrity while allowing for their improvement, as needed, on their
interior.
This easement would facilitate the opportunity for State and Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits and grant eligibility. A
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) at Miller’s Park is also recommended for consideration. This would further preserve
the integrity of Miller’s Park by selling future development rights on this property, to maintain its character. Both the easement
and TDR would decrease the property’s taxable value, therefore, facilitating the owner to realize a savings in property taxes.

The Schuler property would also benefit from preservation easements on the interior/exterior of the historic buildings; options
regarding the contemporary Schuler residence should be considered and facilitated by the appropriate parties.
Again, this easement would facilitate the opportunity for State and Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits and grant
eligibility. A Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) at Schuler’s is also recommended for consideration. This would further
preserve the integrity of Schuler’s property by selling future development rights on this property, to maintain its character.
Both the easement and TDR would decrease the property’s taxable value, therefore, facilitating the owner to realize a savings
in property taxes.
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The emphasis of rehabilitation lies in retaining historic significance through repair and replacement of materials to give
property historic character. As mentioned in the Preservation subsection, many opportunities for rehabilitation grants and tax
credits may be obtained through preservation efforts prescribed in the recommendations.

As restoration of historically significant material includes the retention of materials from its most significant time period, the
industrial area of Elk Rapids does not include eligible resources. Due to existing conditions, there are no candidates for
restoration within the boundaries of the industrial area.

As a treatment, reconstruction includes the re-creation of a landscape or structure that is completely altered from its
historically significant state, by using all new materials and objects.
This treatment recommended for the train workshop located near Evergreen Bay. The shop, from the original rail line housed
the track pits used for maintenance of the train cars. While the structure no longer remains the pits and partial foundation
remain at the original site. A reconstructed workshop would be able to serve as a focal point of interpretation on the
significance of the railroad industry in Elk Rapids. Lacking significant archeological or historical evidence of the structure a
preservation easement is recommend on the pits, including the removal of vegetation and minimal excavation.

Rail Line House. Photo: G. Musser

Rail Line House. Photo: G. Musser

Rail Line House. Photo: G. Musser
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Historic interpretation aims to express all relevant spatiotemporal contexts through illustrative mediums, to its
users. Interpretation is recommended to bring to life the cultural resources of the industry in Elk Rapids.

The following recommendation discusses the benefits and challenges of the multi-component Elk Rapids
Interpretative Pathway. Most components should be able to function individually or in any combination and size.
Due to the availability of past investments in physical historical markers and historical outreach, this project begins
with a ready-built environment for implementation.
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Including the Iron Works datum point, a total of 14 important components will compose the Elk Rapids
Interpretative “Pathway” and be connected by a non-motorized foot trail.
As it concerns connecting Evergreen Bay Resort with Rotary Park, it is suggested that a conservation easement be
secured from Burnette Foods, Inc. that would allow for the development of a foot trail along the western shoreline
of the Elk River. Connecting the Rollaways to Miller’s Park could be achieved by utilizing present two track that
runs north – south on the second Rollaway plateau, and through Miller’s cottage property on the west side of
Miller’s Park Road, and then use the road to connect north to Evergreen Bay Resort.
The foot trail would continue north through Rotary Park and to the U.S. 31 Bridge. At this point, the foot trail
needs to cross the mouth of the Elk River; therefore, the trail could either be routed up the embankment and use the
U.S. 31 Bridge pedestrian walk way, or have a pedestrian bridge built along side the U.S. 31 Bridge.
Considering a positive relationship with the business owners on the south side of Ames road, a fluid cooperative
between the historical society, the village and the business owners (including the owners of the condominium
complexes) on the north and east side of the Elk River, should be forged as a means to develop parking
opportunities for users of the interpretative pathway. All parties would benefit and potentially facilitate increased
customer business for the restaurant and higher exposure for both the historical society and the condominium
complex owners.
Along with the interpretative pathway, views of some important cultural material remains and historical
information in the industrial area can be facilitated by vehicle and can complete the pathway where it is not possible
for a foot trail on the east side of the Elk River.

Small-scale features are contextually positive. Historical information facilitation is positive, with
access to small amount of parking and restaurant.
Small-scale features are contextually positive. Historical information facilitation is positive. Can be
observed by vehicle.
Cul de sac could provide physical historical information facilitation that could be
realized from a vehicle. Cul de sac could also be planted with some of the contextual horticulture.
This area could provide an observational deck into the Elk River. Views of the island in Elk
River and west/southwest shoreline would be facilitated.
Interpretative information related to the flooding of Elk River, and the boardwalk located at Rotary Park.
Located between the Elk River and the Cemetery, the rollways can be walked via a hiking pathway
and observed from the water. A hiking trail can connect this area with the proposed interpretative foot trail that
runs through Evergreen Bay Resort (Schuler’s cottages), meander close to the shoreline and run north through
Rotary Park, over the pedestrian bridge at U.S. 31 and end/begin at the Iron Works historical marker.
Copious legacy information and context related to area residents, and can be connected to the proposed
interpretative foot trail via the Rollaways.
Nominate for Champion Trees. The trees are observed from a vehicle; however, potential private
property issues.
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Contextual information related to the early vacation cottage industry. Launch point for
interpretative boat tour and logistical facilitation
This are has the same development suggestions as the cul de sac in
residential area.
Copious historical data and interpretation opportunities.
Parking, interpretation, views of the west shoreline, former docks
Incorporate with a pedestrian bridge that will cross the Elk River. Observation
decks, physical historical interpretation
Underwater historical preserve.
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